Meeting Agenda

CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION

MEETING LOCATION &
HPC INFORMATION

Location:
Geneva City Hall
Council Chambers
109 James Street
Geneva, IL 60134

Time:
7:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 2019 MEETING

1.

Call to Order

2.

Roll Call

3.

Approval of Meeting Minutes
October 15, 2019

4.

Five Minute Field Guide
False Historicism: Documentation vs. Conjecture

5.

Review of Building Permit Applications
A.

Commissioners:
Paul Zellmer, Chairman
Jim Hamilton
Al Hiller
George Salomon
George Stazin
David Warner
Carolyn Zinke

201 North Third Street
CASE 2019-005
Applicant:
Frank and Lori Giampoli, Owners
Sean Gallagher – Gallagher Associates
Application for: Request for Siding Replacement at a Contributing
property.

Staff Liaison:
Michael A. Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

B.

128 North Fourth Street
CASE 2019-098
Applicant:
Jim Hamilton, Owner
Jim Haugen – Plandscape, Project Designer
Application for: Request to consider replacement of an existing raised
wooden deck with a grade level patio in a required street yard at a
Significant property.

C.

525 Franklin Street
CASE 2019-102
Applicant:
Todd Augustine – Augustine Custom Development,
Builder/Developer
Dan Marshall – Marshall Architects, Architect
Application for: Construction of a New Residence

6.

Secretary’s Report (Staff Updates)
Staff seeking Commission input regarding minor project modifications:
A. 307-309 West State Street – Storefront Design Modification

The Geneva Historic Preservation Commission meeting is audio-recorded, and summary minutes are
transcribed by a recording secretary.
The City of Geneva complies with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.
Individuals with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting and who require accommodations in order to
allow them to observe and or participate in this meeting are required to contact the Planning Division at
630/232.0818 at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting to allow the City of Geneva to make reasonable
accommodations for those persons.
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7.

New Business
A. From the Commission
B. From the Public

8.

Adjournment

Next HPC Meeting: December 17, 2019

Time:
7:00 p.m.
Commissioners:
Paul Zellmer, Chairman
Jim Hamilton
Al Hiller
George Salomon
George Stazin
David Warner
Carolyn Zinke

Staff Liaison:
Michael A. Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

The Historic Preservation Commission meeting is audio-recorded and summary minutes are taken
by a recording secretary.
The City of Geneva complies with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.
Individuals with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting who require accommodations in order
to allow them to observe and or participate in this meeting are required to contact the Planning
Division at 630/232.0818 at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting to allow the City of Geneva to
make reasonable accommodations for those persons.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
MINUTES
109 James Street
Geneva, Illinois, 60134
October 15, 2019
1.

Call to Order

Chairman Pro tem Zinke called to order the October 15, 2019 meeting of the Geneva
Historic Preservation Commission at 7:00 p.m.
2.

3.

Roll Call
Present HPC:

Chairman Pro tem Zinke; Commissioners Hamilton, Salomon, Stazin,
Warner, Zinke

Absent:

Chairman Zellmer and Commissioner Salomon

Staff Present:

Community Development Director David DeGroot

Others Present:

Applicant Jason Levin; Robert Akers with Architectural Resources;
Dennis Kintop with MIC, Inc.; and Recording Secretary Celeste Weilandt

Approval of September 17, 2019 Minutes

Minutes of September 17, 2019 - Motion by Commissioner Hamilton, second by
Commissioner Stazin to approve the September 17, 2019 minutes as presented. Motion passed
by voice vote of 3-0-2 (Warner and Salomon abstain.)
4.

Five Minute Field Guide – False Historicism: Documentation vs. Conjecture

Due to Michael Lambert’s absence, Chairwoman Pro tem asked for a motion to amend the
agenda to remove Item No. 4. Motion by Commissioner Warner, second by Commissioner
Hamilton to remove Agenda Item No. 4. Motion carried by voice vote of 5-0.
5.

Review of Building Permit Applications

A.
307 – 309 W. State Street (Case # 2018-143). Applicant: Jason Levin and Dave
Cilio, Owners; W. Alex Teipel with Architectural Resources. Application to request to consider
replacement of historic wood storefront with a new storefront. Commissioner DeGroot reviewed
the location of the property, some of its history, and referenced the applicant’s prior proposal
submitted back in June, 2018. At the September 4, 2019 HPC meeting, commissioners
recommended approval of a plan to reconstruct the 307 portion of the storefront but preserve the
309 storefront with conditions that if it was deemed unsalvageable, an alternate proposal would
need to be approved by this commission. During this past summer during construction, Director
DeGroot reported that the original cedar storefront trim on the 309 building had been completely
removed and the only item holding the glass in place was the trim. After removing the glass, the
entire storefront bowed and it was not structurally sound to add the new windows.
The new proposal was to replace both storefronts with new storefronts with aluminum and
include a trim detail similar to the storefront that existed prior in 1909, as well as match the historic
detail of the bulkheads as found through photographic evidence.
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Mr. Robert Akers with Architectural Resources, explained the trim details for both
storefronts were determined from an old catalog cut-out that depicted standard storefronts that
could be purchased in the early 1900s. A storefront was chosen that best represented that time
period. The portions of the old windows will be matched. Also matched will be the same transom
windows, same door locations, same bulkhead height and it will all be covered in a trim in better
condition than the current cedar trim. Mr. Akers confirmed that after removing the cedar trim and
the glass, the remaining frame was not structurally sound and was deemed unsafe.
Commissioner Stazin inquired how the storefront system would be finished wherein
Mr. Akers referenced the window trim details on the overhead that would be used. The original
cast iron pilasters centered between the two buildings would remain. Regarding the operable
windows and sash area, Commissioner Stazin questioned whether any aluminum would remain
wherein Mr. Akers explained his hope was to cover all the aluminum but a little bit would probably
be exposed. The aluminum would be painted the same color to look like a continuous system.
For the bulkheads, Mr. Akers admitted that the goal was to match them as best possible, to
get the height proportion correct and to include the correct number of divides within each section to
meet the same repetition. As for the operable windows on the 309 storefront, the size of the
windows would remain in the same location and the vertical on the 307 would pick up where the
old door location used to exist.
Turning to Drawing No. 3, F-3, Commissioner Warner inquired about a door at the setback
wherein Mr. Akers explained the plans were drawn in July 2018 and were the standard plans used
by the window company. They were not what was being proposed at this time. Mr. Akers then
explained that he will cut the 4 x 4 to match the angles of what exists currently and then anchor
into the foundation below. The knee wall would be anchored to the ground and anchored to the
post so that the aluminum storefront could be anchored into the corners (similar to Drawing A1-2).
Per Zinke’s question, the wood wrapping around the aluminum will be a hard wood such as
Poplar, as described by Mr. Dennis Kintop. Clarification followed regarding the dates of the
revised drawings.
Motion by Commissioner Stazin to approve the plans dated 10/3/2019, submitted for
307-309 W. State Street (the Noble House), be approved as presented. Second by
Commissioner Warner. Roll call:
Aye:
Nay:

Hamilton, Salomon, Stazin, Warner, Zinke
None

MOTION PASSED. VOTE: 5-0

Chairwoman Pro tem Zinke voiced her disappointment about the paint being used and it not being
thinner in order to see the original brick come through, wherein Mr. Akers explained too much of
the prior pink color was coming through. He too expressed his disappointment.
6.

Secretary’s Report
Staff was seeking commissioner input regarding minor project modifications to:

208 S. River Lane – Zoning Compliance Revision – This matter was approved by the
commission prior but after the approval it was discovered the project did not meet the zoning
requirements, and plan revisions were made. Director DeGroot noted the plans were revised so
the work would be done within the existing footprint. It would look similar to what the HPC
approved. He summarized the existing street yard setback was being used now so that a variation
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would not be necessary. Director DeGroot added that many of the homes on River Street were
non-conforming. Commissioners were fine with the revised plans.
513 S. Third Street – Basement Service Stair Addition – Per DeGroot, the owner would like
to add an exterior staircase leading to the basement between the two buildings that will include a
cover for inclement weather. It will probably be seen from the street but pushed back somewhat
from the street. He questioned whether the commission wanted to review this application or have
staff approve it administratively. Commissioners believed the staircase would be positioned far
enough from the front street sidewalk. Commissioners were also fine with staff approving the
plans administratively.
7.

8.

New Business
A.

From the Commission: None

B.

From the Public: None

Adjournment

There being no further business to come before the Historic Preservation Commission, the
meeting was adjourned at 7:35 p.m. on motion by Commissioner Stazin, second by Commissioner
Warner. Motion carried unanimously by voice vote of 5-0.
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CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
November 19, 2019

Applicant:
Frank and Lori Giampoli,
Owners
Sean Gallagher – Gallagher
Associates, Architect

AGENDA ITEM 5A

201 North Third Street
Exterior Siding Replacement

BACKGROUND
The Gable Front home with Greek Revival details (most notably the
massive entablature at the roofline) is a Contributing property within the
North Geneva Historic District although it has been remodeled numerous
times throughout its existence.
The property is identified as the Perkins House and believed to have been
constructed circa 1858, per the Geneva History Museum’s bronze plaque
program.

Request:
Permit Review for Exterior
Siding Replacement at a
Contributing Residence

HPC Case Number:
2019-005

Staff Liaison:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

The property was purchased in 1849 by John Schmoldt, an early Geneva
carpenter. Schmoldt built the house before February 1860, when it was
sold to Joseph H. Mayborne. In 1861, the improved property was sold to
Warren Wilcox, who deeded the property and home to his daughter
Lucinda (Wilcox) Perkins. Mr. Loren Perkins was a grocer (with a store on
State Street between First and Second streets). Mr. and Mrs. Perkins had
no children and lived in the house from circa 1859-1875. Loren Perkins
died in June 1874, and Lucinda (Wilcox) Perkins died in December 1875.
Their estate settled in 1881, when the property was purchased by George
Strong.
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A review of Sanborn Fire Insurance Co. maps the dramatic evolution of the residence over 95 years; additional
modifications were undertaken after 1945, when the last Sanborn map was created for Geneva.
By 1972, exterior of the house was finished with stucco, likely installed in the late 1940s or early 1950s. Based on
written documents, the stucco remained in existence as late as 1985 (when a description mistakenly assumed that
the stucco covered a “riverstone” / limestone structure); the author of that description arrived in Geneva in the
early 1960s. After the stucco was removed, the exterior wood siding was patched and, at some point, sandblasted.
The Owners and their design/construction team have received approval from both the Geneva Historic
Preservation Commission and the Illinois State Historic Preservation Office for the following rehabilitation
undertakings:
1. design of additions that are compliant with adopted City of Geneva Design Guidelines for Historic
Properties and City of Geneva zoning/building codes as well as the Tax Assessment Freeze program;
2. preservation and relocation of a 20th century garage;
3. removal of a historic wing that had been designed as stacked, open porches but which had been
altered extensively and enclosed over time;
4. removal of non-historic windows and replacement with windows that meet or exceed the minimum
requirements of the adopted City of Geneva Window Policy;
5. completion of exhaustive structural repairs to the historic home (including a new foundation,
replacement of termite-infested and water-damaged framing members, and correction of
deflected/sagging walls),
The Applicants have completed extensive interior demolition as part of their on-going renovation and
rehabilitation work.
The historic siding and architectural trim (excluding the entablature at the roofline) was identified as being in poor
condition when the Historic Preservation Commission reviewed other phases of the extensive renovation project.
However, the Owners represented a commitment to salvaging the historic siding, if possible, as late as June 18,
2019. At that time, the Staff Analysis for other phases of the project noted: “the Applicants propose to retain the
existing siding but remain uncertain whether the siding can be salvaged due to the damage resulting from the
earlier stucco installation, previous sandblasting, and deferred maintenance.”
After a careful inventory of the remaining siding, the Owners and their building team have determined that the
historic entablature at the roofline can be preserved because it was never covered with stucco or heavily
sandblasted. However, the historic clapboard siding and the majority of architectural trim is beyond salvage. The
Owners’ assessment is based upon evidence of extensive cupping and splitting in combination with rot, damage,
and numerous repairs with material that does not duplicate original features. Additionally, the siding and trim
that was covered with stucco was damaged by that installation and, then, deteriorated further following
sandblasting more than 30 years ago.
The Illinois State Historic Preservation Office has concurred with the Owners’ condition assessment of the historic
siding and found the request to replace the material in-kind to be consistent with requirements of the Tax
Assessment Freeze program.
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REQUEST
The Applicant is requesting to:
1. retain the existing, historic entablature at the roofline; retain the historic siding of the relocated
garage;
2. replace the existing siding at the residence with LP Smartside (smooth finish); and
3. replace vertical trim with wood material to closely replicate existing conditions.
The condition assessment and request (see Item 3 in attached letter from Sean Gallagher to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Giampoli, dated October 25, 2019) is consistent with the provisions of the adopted City of Geneva Siding Policy
when the majority of the siding is demonstrated to be beyond salvage. Because the request is for an amount of
replacement exceeding 25% of the total wall area of each elevation, the request must be considered by the
Historic Preservation Commission. The Illinois State Historic Preservation Office has determined that the request
is appropriate given the existing deterioration of the historic siding and trim material.

427 Anderson Boulevard Geneva, Illinois, 60134
P: 630.845.9981
Web: gallagherarch.com
Email: contact@gallagherarch.com
October 25, 2019
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Giampoli
302 N. Third Street
Geneva, IL 60134
Regarding:

The following is a response to an on-site visit with Michael Lambert (City of Geneva Preservation Planner), Arnie
Kalnins (Contractor), Frank Giampoli (Owner/Applicant), and Sean Gallagher (Architect) at the residence of
Lori and Frank Giampoli located at 201 N. Third Street in Geneva, Illinois.
The meeting was held to review the following subject matter:
1) Intended replacement of existing aluminum clad second story windows replacement windows with new
taller units and replace the existing first floor aluminum clad unit with a new replacement window matching
the existing units height. Note that new windows at both first and second floor in the existing home and the
north addition will match units sizes.
2) Intended replacement of the existing 32” wide front entry door (previously an interior unit repurposed as an
exterior door) with a new style appropriate unit.
3) Intended replacement of the existing wood lap siding and corner board trim with L.P. Smart siding and trim
(smooth finish).

Document
Intention:

This letter with images and summary are intended for review by State of Illinois Historic Preservation
Agency Project Reviewer, Darius Bryjka. Each item summary includes the Applicant’s intentions for
adjustment to Part 2 of the State of Illinois Historic Property Tax Assessment Freeze.

Summary:
1) Replacement of existing aluminum clad second story windows with new taller aluminum clad units.
The Applicant wishes to replace the existing aluminum clad windows at the second floor of the existing residence with
new taller aluminum clad units. Window quantities are as follows; west elevation (3) units, south elevation (3) units, east
elevation (1) unit. The units that have been installed are aluminum clad units that sit below the original frieze board line by
approximately 4”. The intention of the Applicant is to replace these existing units with new taller units such that the new
unit heads sit as close to the underside of the cornice as can technically be installed, which is more in keeping with what
would likely have been originally installed on the home. The units will fit within the space currently available between the
siding space. The new units will be approximately 2” wider than the existing replacement units. It should also be noted
that the other new windows planned for the north addition to the residence will get taller matching the proposed
replacement units on the original home (see sketches below). The Applicant also wishes to replace the single existing
aluminum clad double hung at the first-floor south elevation with a new aluminum clad replacement unit matching the
existing unit’s height. The other windows planned for the first floor of the original home and the north addition will all
match the new unit replacing the existing south first floor double hung. It should also be noted that since all new units will
not have muntins the applicant intends to remove the muntins planned for (3) window units on the south side at the
mudroom and (2) window units on the east side at the kitchen (see sketches below).
Applicant’s Intention:
Replace the existing aluminum second floor windows with 4” taller and 2” wider aluminum clad windows. The units will
now fit under the frieze board as would have likely been the case originally. Replace the existing first floor aluminum clad
window on the south elevation of the home with a new unit matching the existing height and wider by 2”.

Proposed West Elevation

Approved West Elevation

Proposed East Elevation

Approved East Elevation

Proposed South Elevation

Approved South Elevation

Revised North Elevation

Approved North Elevation

Window Trim Details for replacement units
Per a 10/24/19 exchange with Michael Lambert, City of Geneva Preservation Planner, it was advised that the total width of the
units stay within the space available between the siding that is currently spanning between windows. This dimension leaves
3’-4 5/8” of space for the window and trim to fit between. Based on the City’s wish that the windows widths be as wide as they
can be to come closer to meeting egress requirements but still fit between the space available between siding, the window
widths increase 2” from the existing width of the current windows. The trim being installed is in keeping with typical simple Greek
Revival profiles with 5/4 flat stock. The casings will be 5/4 smooth wood at 3 ¾” wide. The head trim will be 5/4 smooth wood
4 ½” tall with a ½ tapered drip cap. Sills will match existing 2 1/8” smooth wood sills.

2)

Replacement of the existing 32” wide front entry door.
The Applicant wishes to replace the existing 32” wide x 80” tall front entry door with a new wood and glass unit that is
more appropriate for the Greek Revival style of the home. The current front door unit appears to have been a 4-panel
interior door that has been modified by removing the upper center stile (mullion) of the door and the upper (2) panels. It is
believed to be an interior door as it’s thickness is only 1 3/8” thick and the hardware hanging the door is that of an interior
door. As well there is no evidence of any weather-stripping of the unit. The belief that the door was a 4-panel unit comes
from the unusual way that the glass in the door (glass lites appear to be modern glass) has been fixed into the door slab.
Simple wood stops have been added to the face of the door surface essentially holding the glass in place. The stops
have been applied to the face of the door and are not set into the opening for the glass panels. (See photos below)
Applicant’s Intention:
Replace the existing 2’8” wide x 6’8” tall wood and glass front entry with a new 2’8” wide x 6’8” tall style appropriate
wood and glass front entry door with integrated weatherproofing.

West Elevation

Unit Style (note unit will be wood and painted)

Interior side of front entry door as seen
from the top of the stair.

Exterior side of exiting front entry door.
Note existing 4-panel unit converted to glass panel at top where existing mullion and panels have been cut out and removed.

3)

Replacement of the existing wood lap siding and corner board trim.
The Applicant wishes to replace the existing wood siding as the condition of the siding has been severely compromised
due to the following circumstances: over exposure to moisture in the area of the south bay, covering at an earlier time in
the life of the home with a stucco surface, pitting due to what appears to have been a sanding of the siding, and the
means of fastening the siding. Each of these factors have contributed to the overall decline and deterioration of the
siding. As for corner boards it appears that over the years some portions of the 4” corner boards have been replaced in
pieces which has created joints in the vertical trim where water has infiltrated the trim causing additional deterioration.
Applicant’s Intention:
Replace the existing lapped wood siding with new L.P. Smart siding (smooth) with a 4 ¾” board exposure (matching
existing). It is also the Applicants intention to replace the existing 5/4” wood corner boards with L.P. Smart trim matching
the existing 4” dimension of the existing corner boards.
Close examination of the siding at the south side adjacent the bay shows extensive rot, punkiness, and deterioration of
the siding. The bay was a source of a great deal of trouble for the home including foundation deterioration along with
siding problems. The bay previously had an internal gutter system which had backed up and allowed water to infiltrate
the walls of the home. This long-term exposure to moisture has caused cupping, cracking, and a softening of the wood
material.

Most of the boards show signs of pitting and pronounced graining due to some sort of sanding, possibly sand blasting. The
heavily pitted areas are also rather punky and soft which has led to some nails being pulled through the siding boards or
the holes made by the nails have become enlarged allowing moisture into the body of the wood siding material. Some
nails have become more pronounced as the rotting of the siding material has reduced the depth of the wood siding
leading to nail heads standing proud of the material. Here again is another place where water has been able to enter
the siding material and cause more deterioration.

Profile of siding showing the minimal lap and cracking due to fastening
through the lap. Here, also are (2) types of siding, beveled and flat boards.
It is worth noting that during the history of this home it was clad with a cementitious stucco finish. It is not known when this
material was installed and removed but there are historic photos of the home showing it with a stucco finish. With this
being the case the wood siding under the stucco, which we believe is the siding that is currently on the home had been
covered with what was likely a metal lathe with coats of stucco mortar. This could be why the siding is as pitted as it is if
sanding is not the cause.
Over the extent of the house it appears that there are at least (2) different sidings installed on the home. Flat stock and
beveled. In some instances, the beveled siding was installed upside down. The board dimensions range from 5 ¾” to 6 ¼”
with a 4 ¾” exposure. In some cases, it was found that there was no lap and that the board was the same dimension as
the siding exposure. This leaves very little to nearly no material for nailing and because of this most of the siding has split as
there is so little material available for nails to penetrate.

There are 286 total siding boards on the home. Of these 286 boards, 71 were found to be salvageable. Thus 75% of the
remaining siding needs to be replaced. What is meant by salvageable is that the board shows minimal distress like
cracking, cupping or checking. It should be noted that as the boards sit, they may be salvageable but until the removal
process occurs it is not certain of what the condition of the board would be after being removed. (See drawings below
illustrating salvageable vs. non-salvageable siding material).

West Elevation

West Elevation

East Elevation

East Elevation

South Elevation

South Elevation

North Elevation

North Elevation

In Summary:
It is the hope and intention of Mr. and Mrs. Giampoli to allow for the following adjustments to Part 2 of their
application for the State of Illinois’ Historic Property Tax Assessment Freeze:
1) Replacement of the existing aluminum clad second floor windows with taller aluminum clad windows. The
new windows will increase in width by 2” and the height will increase 4” so that the windows heads align
with the bottom of the existing frieze. Also planned for replacement is the first-floor south double hung
window with a new unit the same height as the existing unit with an increased width of 2”. Other new first
floor units planned for the original home and north addition will match this new south unit.
2) Replacement of the existing 2’8” wide x 6’8” tall wood and glass front entry door (previously an interior 4panel wood door repurposed as a front entry door) with a new 2’8” wide x 6’8” tall, style appropriate
wood and glass front entry door with integrated weatherproofing.
3) Replacement of the existing lapped wood siding with new L.P. Smart siding with a 4 ¾” board exposure. It
is also the Applicants intention to replace the existing 5/4” wood corner boards with L.P. Smart trim
matching the existing dimensions of the existing corner boards.
The above constitutes my understanding of the intentions of the applicants Lori and Frank Giampoli relating to
adjustments to the proposed work to the home at 201 N. Third Street in Geneva as modifications to Part 2 of the State of
Illinois’ Historic Property Tax Assessment Freeze application.
Submitted by:

Sean M. Gallagher A.I.A.
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CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
November 19, 2019

Applicant:
Jim Hamilton, Owner
Jim Haugen – Plandscape,
Project Designer

AGENDA ITEM 5B

128 North Fourth Street
At-grade Patio as Raised Deck Replacement

BACKGROUND
An existing raised wooden deck, within a required street yard, has begun
to deteriorate. The location of the deck, visible from the public right-ofway, requires review by the Historic Preservation Commission.

Request:
Permit Review for
Replacement of a Raised
Wooden Deck with a Grade
Level patio at a Significant
Property

HPC Case Number:
2019-098

Staff Liaison:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

The property is identified as a Significant property, based on the 1999
architectural survey of the Geneva Historic District. The home was built in
1925 for Arthur Taylor (A. T.) and Cyrilla “Rilla” Raye (Fleming) Richardson,
who moved to Geneva in 1919 or 1920. Mr. Richardson established Smith
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& Richardson Manufacturing at Geneva in 1921
(which continues in operation at 727 May Street,
Geneva, in 2019).
The Richardsons commissioned the Wilson Bros.,
local contractors, to build the house, which is a
catalog (mail-order) design from the Gordon VanTine Co. (Home No. 529 - 1926 Catalog [p.26] and
1927 Catalog [p. 16]). The construction of the home
was identified in the September 4, 1925 issue of
the Geneva Republican.
The detached, two-car garage was constructed
prior to 1945 and renovated in 2013.
The Richardson family occupied the home after Art’s death (1959) and until shortly before Mrs. Richardson died
(1971). James and Martha Keith owned the property from 1970 until 1996; the property was sold, then, to Mark
and Therese Smith, who sold the property to the present owners in 2006.
At some point after 1945 (probably between 1970 and 1975), the rear addition was constructed and, later,
remodeled. The wrap-around porch (verandah) replaced the original stoop and gabled hood at the primary
entrance off Fourth Street; the verandah was approved by the Geneva Historic Preservation Commission in 2007.
The existing deck was built concurrent with the verandah construction and is, in 2019, is beginning to deteriorate.
REQUEST
The Applicant is seeking approval for the removal of the existing wood deck and installation of an at-grade patio,
conforming to local zoning and building regulations.

The proposed alteration includes a paver stone patio with a paver block seat wall (materials to be represented at
the HPC meeting). The proposed new stoop at the west end of the circa 1970-75 addition will match the details
of the existing verandah, approved in 2007.
The proposed at-grade patio is a reversible alteration and does not detrimentally impact the historic architectural
character or significant landscape features associated with the property.
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Community Development Department Report

CITY OF GENEVA, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
November 19, 2019

Applicant:
Todd Augustine – Augustine
Custom Development,
Builder/Developer
Dan Marshall – Marshall
Architects, Architect

Request:
Permit Review for
New Residence

AGENDA ITEM 5C

525 Franklin Street
New Residence

BACKGROUND
The property at 521 Franklin Street was purchased and subdivided to
create a buildable lot at the northeast corner of Franklin and Sixth streets.
The property is surrounded by historic homes to the east, south, and
southwest and new construction to the north, northeast, and west. The
area is dominated by the nearly-completed Geneva Public Library
building.
REQUEST
The Applicant is seeking approval for the construction of a new home that
borrows and reinterprets architectural elements found throughout the
historic district, specifically, the historic 1909 home at 521 Franklin Street
and the contemporary home to the north. The proposed house appears
to be complementary to the surrounding architecture of the residential
neighborhood.

HPC Case Number:
2019-102

Staff Liaison:
Michael Lambert
Preservation Planner
630/938.4541
preservation@geneva.il.us

Proposed Construction – 525 Franklin

1909 Existing Residence – 521 Franklin

The proposed home incorporates painted brick; cement fiber shingles;
black, Integrity windows by Marvin with applied muntins; a “carriagestyle,” metal, overhead garage door; asphalt roof shingles; and standing
seam (rolled profile), metal roofing at porch roofs. Proposed material
samples will be provided at the Commission meeting.
The proposed residence appears to be in conformance with all zoning
regulations for infill construction.
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